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INTRODUCTION
~_

It is especially appropriate to discuss dynamical thresholds for complete

fusion at our winter meeting in Bormio, since the first dynamical CdlCUIEItiOfl

of complete-fusion cross sections was presented in Bormio 8 years ago, at the

inaugural meeting in our new location.
1

At that time, the cross section for
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criterion that the dynam

nt in a multidimensional

fusing system was determ

tegrating classical equations of motion for nondissipative systems. These

forming a compound nucleus from the fusion of an equa’

was calculated by use of the

inside the fission saddle po

dynamical trajectory for the

target and projectile

cal trajectory must pass

deformation space, The

ned by numerically in-

calcu”lations illustrated that, even in the absence of dissipation, an addi-

tional bombarding energy AE relati~e to the maximum in the one-dimensional

interaction barrier is required to form a compound nucle~s for sufficiently

heavy nuclear systems and/or sufficiently high angular momentum, More de-

tailed accounts of the results presented in Bormio in 1975 are published iII

Refs, 2 and 3.

In another appro,]ch, pioneered by Sw~atecki ,4-7 the additional energy AE

required to drive a fusing system inside the conditional saddle point for

fixed mass asymmetry was calculated frnm a schematic model that included one-

bOdy W#lll-ill\(i-W1 l)dOW LiiSSil)iltiOtl, 8’9 ~he exppessior~ for AE is characterized

by five collstar~ts, some of whose values have been es+.imated from ‘he original



4 10,11 5-7
schematic model, from improved models, and from comparisons with

12
experimental data. Although these comparisons have sometimes been inter-

preted as evidence for one-body wall-and-window dissipation, it must be borne

in mind that the additional energy arises from the need to overcome both re-

pulsive r~ulomb and/or centrifugal forces on the one hand and dissipative

forces on the other hand. No attempt has been made thus far to distinguish

between cooserv~tive and dissipative forces,

ADPROACH

It is our purpose here to study the effect of nuclear dissipation and

shape paramet.rization on dynamical thresholds for compound-nucleus formation

in symmetric heavy-ion reactions. This is done by solving numerically clas-

sical equations of motion for head-on collisions to determine whether the

dynamical trajectory in a multidimensional deformation space passes inside the

fission saddle point and forms a compound nucleus, or whether it passes out-

side the f;ssion saddle point and reseparates in a fast-fission
12,13

or deep-

inelastic reaction,

Specifying the nuclear Shdp6! in terms of smoothly joined portions of

three quadratic surfaces of revolution,
14

we take into account three symmetric

deformation coordinates, However, in some ‘.dses we reduce the number ;If co-

ordinates to two by requiring the ends of the fl’sing system to be spherical in

shape. Ihe ,;uclear potential energy of deformation is determined In terms of

a Coulomb energy and a doub~e volume energy of a Yukawa-plus-exponential fold-

ing funct.ioll,
15

w{th values of the constants determined in Ref. 16.

‘The colluctlve kil,(ti~ energy is calcul,~ted for {ncumpressible, nearly

Irrotatfional (low by IIwatls of th(’ ‘Worn(’r.Whoelf?r approxi!llat,lon.
14,17 ~oi,r

posslhil ities al’(?st.udiP(lfor i,t)’?t~’i)l~sfp~ of Coll(}[;tlvp klt)pt.lc QI)Qr~y Itlto

il~ternal bingle-particle cxcitatioll cll~r~]y: Z(’r’(1dis!ll;)at.{ol),ordlllary two-
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body viscosity,
1/ 8,9one-body wall-formula dissipation, and one-body wall-

and-window dissipation. 8,9

RESULTS

To aid in interpreting the dynamical trajectories that will follo~, we

how in Fig. 1 a contour map in r-u space of the nuclear pot ntial energy of

deformation for the reaction ll”pd + 220pd + 220 U, calculated in terms of a

Coulomb energy and a double volume integral of a single-Yukawa folding func-

tion 18,19
The two moments r and u are defined by 1-3,17,19

f = 2 <z> (1)

and

o = 2 <(z - <2>)2>1/2
9 (2)

where z is measured along the symmetry axis and the angular brackets denote an

average over the Ilalf vo’rume to the right of the midplane of the reflection-

symmetric shape, The moment r gives the distance between the mass centers of

the two colliding ions , while u measures the fragment elongation or the neck-

ing in the (:ombined system,

In the reaction shown in Fig. 1, the two separated

move up the binary valley near the bottom of the figure

spherical
110

Pd nut’

from right to left,

and come into solid conta:t at the point indicated by the two adj~ce~t soli~

ciri.les, lhls point is slightly inside the maximum in the onedimensional

interaction barrier calculated as a function of r alone, but Is orr the side

a steep hill w

a compounci nuc

fission saddle

ei

of

th resi)e.t to fragment elongation (increasing o). In order for

eus to ,)e formed, the dynamical trajectory must pass inside the

point, locat.~d at the inter’s~ction of the dashed 6,2-MeV con-

tours , and hecorne trapped in the potential-energy hollow surrounding the

sphe~’o, whose location is indicated by the solid circle.
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;Tor the reaction ll”pd + ll”pd + 220 U, some typical dynamical trajec-

tories are shown in Figs. 2-5 Figure 2 gives the dependence of the trajec-

tories upon dissipation for a c, lter-of-mass bombarding energy that exceeds

the maximum in the one-dimensions interaction barrier by 20 MeV. In Fig. 3,

similar trajectories are shown for the widely used approximation in which the

end bodies are constrained to be spheres. 10,11
The dependence of the trajec-

tories upon bombarding energy is shown in Fig. 4 for two-body viscosity and in

Fig. 5 for one-body wall-formula dissipation.

For symmetric projectile and target nuclei that lie along Green’s -pproxi-

20
mation to the valley of p-stabili”~y, the dependence of the trajectories upon

the nuclear system is shown in Fig, 6 for two-body viscosity and in Fig. 7 for

one-body wall-formula dissipation, In each case, as the value of Z2/A for the

combined system increases, the location of the fission saddle point moves

inward and the dynamical trajectory moves outward.

A-, showr] in Fig, 8, for systems with Z2/A larger than a threshold va114e

(Z2/A)tl)r which depends somewhat upon dissipation, tne center-of-mass bom-

barding energy must exceed the maximum in the one-dimensional Interaction

barrier by an amount AE in order to form a compound nucleus. For both types

of one-body dissipation our calculated values of AE are in general an order of

magnitude larger than those for zero dissipation and ordinary two-body vis-

COs’t.y. The values of AE for wall-formula dissipation are larger than those

for wall-and-window dissipation primarily because the surface normal veloci-

ties measured relative to the stationary center of mass of the entire system

in th!: former case are lar~er than the normal velocities measured relative to

the mnvlf~q centers of moss of each half of the system itl the latter case,



COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

I\i order to compare the additional energy AE required for compound-

ers formation that we have calculated for symmetric systems with experi-

mental values, it is necessary to scale the asymmetric nuclear systems that

nuc

have been studied experimentally into symmetric ones. Near the contact re-

gion, the effective value
4-7,10-12,21

(Z2/A)eff = 4 ZI Z#[Al 1’3 A;’3(A;’3 + A;/3)] (3)

defined in terms of the atomic numbers ant! mass numbers of the projectile and

target provides an approximate scaling. Because the dynamical trajectory of a

fusing system moves from the contact region, where (Z2/A)eff is appropriate,

to the saddle-point region, where Z2/A for the comkin~d system is appropriate,

scaling in terms of the geometric mean 7,10,21

shou”

(Z2/A)mPan = [(Z2/A)(Z2/A)eff.

d be approximately valid.

Figure 9 compares calculated

1/2
(4)

alues of the additional center-of-mass

bombarding energy AE required for compound-nucleus formation with existing

ex~)erimental values. Solid symbols den~’e values extracted from measurements

of evaporation residues,
21-23

whicil require the formation of true compound

nuclei. Open symbols denote values extracted from measurements of nearly sym-

5,24,25
metric fission-like tragm~nts, where fdst-fission processes involving

significant mass transfer but not true compound-nucleus formation also con-

tribute.

Taken together, all ey,perfrrlentalvalues of AE in Fig. 9 agree much better

wiL.h results c.alcu a-tedfor underdamped motion arising from two-body viscosity

5



than with results calculated for overdamped motion arising from either type of

one-body dissipation. However, because the solid symbols usually lie somewhat

abcve the open symbols, and because the error bars for tile three solid symbols

with the largest values of (Z2/A)mean extend to OD, this conclusion must be

regarded as tentative.

OUTLOOK

We are entering a new era in tile study of large-amplitude collective

ear motion. Up to now, theoretical approaches with vastly different pic-

tures of the underlying nuclear dynamics have proved capable of reproducing

nut’

many of the gross experimental features of heavy-ion reactions with fair ac-

curacy because they include correctly the dominant nuclear, Col.’

trifugal forces. However, with the arrival of a new generation

and calculations testing specific predictions such as the addit”

required for compound-nucleus formation,

the magnitude and mechanism of nuclear d

omb, and cen-

of experiments

onal energy

we are on the brink of determining

ssipation.
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Fig. 1.

ll”pd + ll”pd

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Potential-energy contours, in units of MeV, for the reaction

~ 220
U, calculated with a single-Yukawa macroscopic model (Ref.

19). The moment r is t;~e distance bstween the centers of mass of the two

halves of the system, and the moment u is the sum of the root-mean-square

extensions along the symmetry axis of the mass ~f each half abol!t its cent~r

of mass, both measured in units of the radius R. of the combined system. The

location of the sphere is given by the solid point, and the location of two

touching spheres is given by two adjacent solid points.

Fig. 2. Effect of dissipation on dynamical trajectories in the r-o plane

for the reaction ll”pd + ll”pd + 220U at AE = 20 MeV in the full three-

quadrc’’ic-surface parametrization. The interval AE is defined as the dif-

ference between the bombarding energy in the center-of-mass system and the

maximum in the one-dimensional interaction barrier. Solid circles indicate

the single-sphere and tangent-spheres configurations, and the open circle

indicates where the neck radius is 3.0 fm. The saddle-point configuration for

the combined system is indicated by a cross (x).

Fig. 3, Effect of dissipation on dynamical

for the reaction llOPd + l~”pd + 220U at AE = 20

trajectories in the r-u plane

MeV when the end bodies are

constrained to ba spherical.

Fig. 4. Effect of bombarding energy on dynamical traiertories in the r-o

plane for the reaction ll”pd + ll”pd + 220 U, calculated for two-body viscosity

with coefficient p = 0.02 TP.

Fig. 5. Effect of bombarding energy on dynamical trajectories in the r-o

plane for the reaction ll”pd + ll”pd + 220 U, calculated far wall-formula dis-

sipation,
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Fig. 6. Effect of the nuclear system on saddle-point configurations and

dynamical trajectories in the r-a plane for AE = 0.5 MeV, calculated for two-

body viscosity with coefficient p = 0.02 TP. Each saddle point and trajectory

is labeled by the value of Z2/A for the combined system,

target and projectile chosen to lie along Green’s approx”

of ~-stability (2ef. 20).

with the symmetric

mation to the valley

Fig. 7. Effect of the nuclear system on saddle-point configurations and

dynamical trajectories in the r-a plane for AE = 0.5 MeV, calculated for wall-

formula dissip~tion.

Fiq. 8. Effect of dissipation on the additional center-of-mass bombarding

energy AE relative to the maximum in the one-dimensional interaction barrier

required to form a compound nucleus in a head-on CO1l.

are drawn by hand through the calculated points.

Fig. 9. Comparison of additional energy AE requ”

sion. The smooth curves

red for compound-

nucleus formation calculated for symmetric systems with experimental values for

asymmetric systems characterized by (Z2/A)mean, defined by EQ. (4). Values

extracted from evaporation-residue measurements are represented by solid

symbols (., Ref. 22; ●, Ref. 23;

measurements 01’ nearly symmetric

open symbols (o, Ref. 5; 0, Ref.

and A, Ref. 21), whereas values extracted from

fission-like fragments are represented by

24; and A, Ref. 25).
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